
Minutes from 07 October 2015  
Commander Drouin opened the meeting at 6:30PM. 
 
Brothers present: CC Michael Drouin. SVC Jim Montenton, Jon Henry (acting Secretary), Terry 
Brown, Brad Schall, David Salyer, Sebastian Nelson 
 
Guest present: Vicky Contente 
 
Minutes and reports from September meeting were approved with modifications as submitted by 
Brother Marti (via email). Motion by Jon Henry, seconded by David Salyer. Due to absence, the 
Treasurer report for October was not presented at the meeting. 
 
Jon Henry gave a report on Folsom Railfest. Reported that attendance was good, but overall 
slightly less than previous year. Several competing events may have been a factor. The P&SVRR 
were please with our presence and want us back next year, but Brother Henry expressed the need 
for better attendance by Camp members at the next event. Discussion with the P&SVRR 
included the possibility of an educational reenactment at the turnaround point of the excursion 
rides next year. Brother Henry will continue contact with the railroad and update the Camp as 
appropriate. 
 
Brad Schall gave a report on the Alcatraz Living History event. 76 reenactoors were present, 
including a 16-member band. There were some new restrictions on Citadel tour. The sally port 
area is now open to the public, which makes interpretation of "field of fire" more effective. 
 
Brad Schall presented information about the Memorial Day Ceremony to be held at Presidio 
National Cemetery. He also presented some of the history and points of interest at the Presidio 
cemetery. A suggestion was made to consider putting this event on our calendar for 2016. Event 
is on Monday of the holiday weekend. 
 
Terry Brown talked about the Anderson reenactment (near Redding) held on October 3-4. 
Sponsors of the event are spending generously on it, and working to make this the premier CW 
event in Northern California. Brother Brown reported there were good crowds, and that the 
reenactment featured some "remarkable" battle maneuvers. There was lots of cavalry and several 
cannons on each side. Brother Brown also reported on attending a special exhibit 
commemorating Lincoln's funeral, and shared a photograph of himself in uniform standing at the 
casket. 
 
The evening’s guest speaker, Ms. Karen Burney, genealogist, arrived at 7:00PM and was 
welcomed to the meeting. Ms. Burney gave a very compelling and interesting talk about the 
history of the US Colored Troops, and presented a profile of Sgt. Cornelius Peck, a USCT 
veteran from Maryland who is buried in the Old City Cemetery. CC Drouin remarked that 
information from her presentation will be featured in his talks as docent at the Old City 
Cemetery. After the presentation, Ms. Burney led a discussion on a range of historical topics, 
which was greatly enjoyed by all present. She also announced she has found other USCT 



veterans in the OCC. Vicky Contente remarked that it would be interesting to visit the other 
graves and include them in a tour. At least 2 of the other vets do not have headstones, and 
Brother Montenton offered assistance in obtaining military headstones. 
 
Before closing the meeting, Commander Drouin announced that Officer Elections will be held at 
the November meeting, and that SVC Monteton will be running the next 2 meetings.  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:04PM. 
 


